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The first wave of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish arises from
aorta endothelium independent of hematopoietic stem cells
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T lymphocytes are key cellular components of the adaptive immune system and play a central role in cell-mediated immunity
in vertebrates. Despite their heterogeneities, it is believed that all different types of T lymphocytes are generated exclusively
via the differentiation of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Using temporal–spatial resolved fate-mapping analysis and timelapse imaging, here we show that the ventral endothelium in the zebrafish aorta–gonad–mesonephros and posterior blood
island, the hematopoietic tissues previously known to generate HSCs and erythromyeloid progenitors, respectively, gives rise to
a transient wave of T lymphopoiesis independent of HSCs. This HSC-independent T lymphopoiesis occurs early and generates
predominantly CD4 Tαβ cells in the larval but not juvenile and adult stages, whereas HSC-dependent T lymphopoiesis emerges
late and produces various subtypes of T lymphocytes continuously from the larval stage to adulthood. Our study unveils the
existence, origin, and ontogeny of HSC-independent T lymphopoiesis in vivo and reveals the complexity of the endothelialhematopoietic transition of the aorta.
INTRODUCTION
Hematopoiesis is a complicated process and consists of multiple waves of development arising from different sources. In
mice, the first or primitive wave of hematopoiesis occurs on
embryonic day (E) 7 in the yolk sac (YS) and gives rise to
embryonic erythrocytes, megakaryocytes, and macrophages
(Palis et al., 1999; Palis and Yoder, 2001). The second or intermediate wave of hematopoiesis also arises from the YS on
∼E8 and generates erythromyeloid progenitors (EMPs) capable of differentiating into erythroid and myeloid cells (Frame
et al., 2013). The third or definitive wave of hematopoiesis
emerges on about E10.5 from the aorta–gonad–mesonephros
(AGM) and produces hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs; Müller
et al., 1994; Medvinsky and Dzierzak, 1996). The AGM-born
nascent HSCs subsequently migrate to the fetal liver and finally home to the bone marrow, where they undergo proliferation and differentiation and give rise to all blood lineages
during fetal life and adulthood respectively (Müller et al.,
1994; Medvinsky and Dzierzak, 1996).
T lymphocytes, or T cells, are key components of the
adaptive immune system and play a central role in cellCorrespondence to Zilong Wen: zilong@ust.hk
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mediated immunity (Pancer and Cooper, 2006). On the basis
of the expression of T cell receptors, they are classified into
two major classes, αβ and γδ T cells, and each class can be
further divided into several subclasses with distinct biological
functions (Owen et al., 2013; Buchholz et al., 2016). Despite
their heterogeneities, it is generally believed that all mature T
cells are generated exclusively via the differentiation of HSCs.
This conclusion is based mainly on the findings that T cells
in adult mice are continuously replenished by the precursors
derived from HSCs and that the para-aortic splanchnopleura,
which forms the AGM at a later stage, isolated from mouse
embryos is able to give rise to T cells in in vitro culture assay
and transplantation analysis, whereas the YS fails to do so
(Cumano et al., 1996, 2001; Yokota et al., 2006). However,
several later studies challenged this view (Nishikawa et al.,
1998; Yoshimoto et al., 2012; Böiers et al., 2013). In these
studies, the authors have shown that the YS dissected from
E9–E9.5 embryos can generate T cells when co-cultured
with OP9–DL1 stromal cells in vitro or transplanted into immunodeficient mice, suggesting that the YS could serve as a
source for T lymphopoiesis under these artificial conditions.
Consistent with this notion, a recent lineage tracing study by
Beaudin et al. (2016) identified a Flk2-positive (Flk2+) he© 2017 Tian et al. This article is distributed under the terms of an Attribution–Noncommercial–Share
Alike–No Mirror Sites license for the first six months after the publication date (see http://www.rupress.org
/terms/). After six months it is available under a Creative Commons License (Attribution–Noncommercial–
Share Alike 4.0 International license, as described at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/).
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RESULTS
The PBI in situ generates a transient wave of T lymphopoiesis
independent of HSCs
To explore the ontogeny of T lymphocytes in zebrafish, we
generated a reporter line Tg(lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP)
in which loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP cassette was placed under
the T lymphocyte–specific lck promoter (Langenau et al.,
2004).This reporter line was outcrossed with the heat shock–
2

inducible Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2) fish, and the
resulting double-transgenic line Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2aCreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP) was used for fatemapping analysis using the infrared-mediated temporal–spatial
resolved cell labeling we developed previously (Xu et al.,
2015; Fig. 1 A). In this fate-mapping analysis, the temporal–
spatial restricted cell labeling is achieved by the induction
and activation of CreER via infrared laser irradiation
followed by 4-hydroxytamoxifen treatment. Because the
loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP reporter cassette is under control of
the T lymphocyte-specific lck promoter, only T cells derived
from the labeled precursors are marked by GFP. The RBI
and AGM regions of Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck
:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP) embryos were irradiated (RBI,
three spots; AGM, four spots) at 14–16 hpf and 26–28 hpf
respectively, while the PBI region was irradiated (two spots)
at 22 hpf before the AGM-derived hematopoietic stem/
progenitor cells colonize this region (Murayama et al., 2006;
Jin et al., 2007, 2009; Fig. 1 B).The infrared-irradiated embryos
survived to desired stages, and the contribution of each of
these regions to T cells was determined by the presence of
the GFP+ cells in the thymus and other tissues. As expected, in
the AGM-irradiated fish, abundant GFP+ cells with small and
round lymphocytic shape were found in the thymus from 5 d
postfertilization (dpf) onward (Fig. 1, C and D). These GFP+
cells were restricted exclusively in the thymus during early
stages (Fig. S1 A) and continuously present in the thymus,
kidney, spleen, and other tissues (such as skin) in juvenile and
adulthood (Fig. 1 C and Fig. S1, C and D). In contrast, GFP+
cells were completely absent in the RBI-irradiated fish (Fig. 1,
C and D; and Fig. S1, C and D). These findings are consistent
with the notion that the AGM produces HSCs and the RBI
gives rise to only myeloid lineage cells. To our surprise, a
significant number of GFP+ cells were found to colonize the
thymus in the PBI-irradiated fish at 5 dpf (Fig. 1, C and D;
and Fig. S1 A). These GFP+ cells in the thymus are indeed T
lymphocytes as they express T cell–specific marker lck and
exhibit lymphocytic cell morphology similar to those derived
from the AGM (Fig. 1 C and Fig. S1 A). Strikingly, unlike
the AGM-irradiated fish, in which T cells were continuously
generated from larval stage to adulthood as shown by the
presence of GFP+ cells in the thymus of larvae, juvenile and
adult fish (Fig. 1 C and Fig. S1, C and D), GFP+ T cells in
the PBI-irradiated fish were dramatically reduced when they
reached juvenile stage and were completely absent by 40 dpf
(Fig. 1 C and Fig. S1, B–D). These data suggest that the PBI
generates a transient wave of T cells independent of HSCs. To
further support this argument, we repeated the fate-mapping
analysis with another transgenic line Tg(hsp70:mCherry
-T2a-CreERT2;ubi:loxP-GFP-loxP-mCherry), in which all
cell types are marked by GFP and switch to mCherry upon
exposure to infrared irradiation and 4-hydroxytamoxifen
treatment. Results showed that the AGM-irradiated fish
contained mCherry+ cells in the pools of hematopoietic
stem/precursor cells, lymphoid lineage, and myeloid lineage
Distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish | Tian et al.
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matopoietic population capable of giving rise to innate-like
T lymphocytes when co-cultured with OP9–DL1 stromal
cells in vitro or transplanted into recipient mice. Surprisingly,
in vivo, the Flk2+ hematopoietic precursors are only present
in the YS, AGM, and fetal liver during embryonic and fetal
stages but are completely absent in adulthood (Boyer et al.,
2011; Beaudin et al., 2016), suggesting that it is unlikely that
they belong to conventional HSCs. All these findings support
the notion that HSC-independent T lymphopoiesis may exist
in mice. However, what remains elusive, despite in vitro and
cell transplantation studies, is whether HSC-independent T
lymphopoiesis indeed exists in vivo and, if so, where it arises
and what biological function it plays.
Similarly to mammals, zebrafish experience successive
waves of hematopoiesis and produce analogous mature blood
cell types (Jing and Zon, 2011; Stachura and Traver, 2011; Sood
and Liu, 2012; Jagannathan-Bogdan and Zon, 2013). In zebra
fish, primitive hematopoiesis initiates at ∼11 h postfertilization
(hpf) in the rostral blood island (RBI) and the posterior lateral mesoderm, and it produces myeloid cells and embryonic
erythrocytes, respectively. The definitive wave of hematopoiesis emerges at around 26–28 hpf in the ventral wall of dorsal
aorta (DA), a tissue equivalent to the mammalian AGM (the
ventral wall of DA is referred as to the AGM hereafter). The
AMG-born definitive wave of hematopoiesis generates HSCs,
which subsequently migrate to the caudal hematopoietic tissue and finally reside in the kidney, the adult hematopoietic
organ in zebrafish. Likewise, a transient intermediate wave of
hematopoiesis is also identified to arise from the posterior
blood island (PBI) at 24–30 hpf and gives rise to hematopoietic precursors analogous to the mammalian EMPs (Bertrand
et al., 2007). Moreover, zebrafish, like mammals, produce multiple classes of T cells (including αβ and γδ T lymphocytes),
which also mature in the thymus (Haire et al., 2000; Schorpp
et al., 2006; Meeker et al., 2010; Seelye et al., 2016). Thus, the
zebrafish serves as an alternative vertebrate model for exploring the ontogeny of different waves of T lymphopoiesis.
In this study, we use a temporal–spatial resolved cell
labeling method to investigate the ontogeny of T lymphocytes in zebrafish in vivo. We demonstrate that zebrafish
produce two successive waves of T lymphopoiesis from the
ventral endothelium of the aorta: an early HSC-independent
T lymphopoiesis generating predominantly CD4 Tαβ cells
during the larval stage and a late HSC-dependent T lymphopoiesis capable of giving rise to various types of T cells from
the larval stage to adulthood.

in the adult spleen and kidney, whereas mCherry+ cells were
completely absent in the PBI-irradiated adult fish, despite the
presence of abundant mCherry+ cells in the thymus at 5 dpf
(Fig. S2), indicating that the PBI does not generate HSCs with
long-term multilineage potential. Collectively, these findings
demonstrate that in addition to generating EMPs (Bertrand et
al., 2007; Fig. S3), the PBI region in situ generates a transient
wave of T lymphocytes independent of HSCs.
JEM

PBI-derived T lymphocytes are CD4 Tαβ cells
To characterize the PBI-born T cell population, the GFP+
cells were sorted from the PBI- and AGM-labeled Tg(hsp70

:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP)
larvae at 16 dpf (Fig. 2 A) and subjected to real-time
quantitative PCR (qPCR) to examine the expression of T
cell receptor α (tcrα) and δ (tcrδ; Haire et al., 2000; Schorpp
et al., 2006). As expected, the expression of T cell receptors
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Figure 1. A transient wave of T cells is in situ generated from the PBI. (A and B) Outline of the infrared-mediated temporal–spatial cell labeling
strategy. The T cell reporter Tg(lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP) fish are outcrossed with Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2) line. The double-transgenic embryos are
heat-shocked at restricted regions by infrared (IR) laser irradiation to induce temporal–spatial restricted expression of CreER. After 4-hydroxytamoxifen
(4-OHT) treatment, CreER-mediated loxP recombination will remove DsRedx, resulting in GFP expression. The RBI region is irradiated at 14–16 hpf with
three spots, the PBI region is irradiated at 20–22 hpf with two spots, and the AGM region is irradiated at 26–28 hpf with four spots. The target regions
are indicated by red dots, and each dot represents one heat shock spot. (C) Images of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus of the RBI-, PBI-, and AGM-irradiated
fish at 5 dpf, 40 dpf, and adulthood. Dashed lines depict the thymus of 5-dpf embryos. The signals in the thymus of 5-dpf embryos are captured directly
by fluorescent microscope, whereas the signals in the thymus of 40-dpf juveniles and adult fish are imaged after anti-GFP staining of the cryosection.
(D) Quantification of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus of 5-dpf embryos. AGM (n = 25), PBI (n = 25), and RBI (n = 25) represent embryos that are irradiated by
IR and treated with 4-OHT, whereas 4-OHT control (n = 25) are embryos treated with 4-OHT only. Data are represented as mean ± SD. Unpaired, two-tailed
t test was performed to determine significance. ****, P < 0.0001. See also Figs. S1, S2, and S3.

(both α and δ) in both samples was much higher than that
of 16-dpf whole embryo (Fig. 2, B and C), indicating that
the sorted cells are highly enriched in T cells. Interestingly,
we found that whereas the expression level of tcrα were
comparable between the AGM- and PBI-derived T cells
(Fig. 2 B), the tcrδ expression was about sevenfold higher
in the AGM-derived T cells than that of the PBI-derived
population (Fig. 2 C), suggesting that the AGM is the main
resource of Tγδ cells. In fact, the relative expression ratio of
tcrδ versus tcrα in the PBI-derived T cells is only 3.5%, which
is significantly lower than that (19.5%) in the AGM-derived
T cells (Fig. 2 D). These data suggest that the PBI-derived T
cells are predominantly Tαβ cells.
4

To further characterize the PBI-derived Tαβ cells, we next
examined the expression of two other well-known T lymphocyte subclass markers, CD4 and CD8 (Buchholz et al., 2016).
Real-time qPCR analysis showed that both AGM-derived and
PBI-derived T cells expressed high level of cd4-1 (Fig. 2 E),
the zebrafish counterpart of mammalian CD4 (Yoon et al.,
2015; Dee et al., 2016). In contrast, the cd8α (Somamoto
et al., 2005; Takizawa et al., 2007) was robustly expressed in
the AGM-derived T cells but not in the PBI-derived T cells
(Fig. 2 F). Collectively, these results show that the zebrafish PBI
generates a transient wave of CD4 Tαβ cell population independent of HSCs. PBI-derived CD4 T cells appeared to be able to
mature as they expressed other T cell markers such as tcrβ2 and
Distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish | Tian et al.
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Figure 2. Characterization of PBI-derived T cells. (A) Dot plot of FACS of lck:GFP+ cells from 16-dpf AGM-irradiated (left) and PBI-irradiated (middle)
fish. GFP+ cells are gated from live cells, and autofluorescent cells are excluded by real-GFP+ gate. Three independent experiments (in each group, ∼20 fish
are pooled together) are conducted. The cDNA are prepared from at least 250 lck:GFP+ cells isolated from 16-dpf AGM- and PBI-irradiated embryos and
subjected to qPCR analysis. cDNA prepared from the whole 16-dpf embryos are used as a control. (B and C) Relative expression levels of tcrα and tcrδ in
the AGM- and PBI-derived T cells. Three independent experiments are conducted. (D) Expression ratio of tcrδ to tcrα. The values are calculated on the basis
of the expression level of tcrα and tcrδ relative to the internal control gene (elf1a). (E and F) Relative expression levels of cd4-1 and cd8α in the AGM- and
PBI-derived T cells. Three independent experiments are conducted. Data are represented as mean ± SD. Unpaired, two-tailed t test was performed to
determine significance. *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. See also Fig. S4.

cd3ζ, which are crucial for T cell receptor signaling (Schorpp et
al., 2006;Yoder et al., 2007; Fig. S4, B and C) and egressed from
the thymus by 15 dpf (Fig. S4 A, arrows). In addition, Foxp3a,
the master transcription factor essential for the development of
regulatory T (T reg) cells (Mitra et al., 2010), was also detected
in the PBI-derived CD4 T cells (Fig. S4 D), implying that they
have the potential to differentiate into T reg cells.

JEM

The AGM region generates
HSC-independent T lymphocytes in situ
The consecutive layer of the HEA raises the possibility
that the aorta endothelium in the AGM may also give
rise to this transient wave of T cells independent of HSCs.
To explore this possibility, we irradiated a small single spot
(anterior, middle, and posterior, respectively) in the AGM
of the Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx
-loxP-GFP) embryos at 22–24 hpf (Fig. 4 A), before the
emergence of EHT to avoid mislabeling of hematopoietic
precursors derived from HSCs. We assumed that in some of
the infrared-irradiated embryos, only the endothelial cells
capable of giving rise to HSC-independent T cells would be
successfully labeled if the AGM endothelium indeed produced
both HSCs and non-HSC hematopoietic precursors. If so, a
transient appearance of GFP+ T cells in the thymus would
be detected in these embryos. We therefore collected all
the embryos with GFP+ signals in the thymus at 5 dpf and
monitored the dynamic behaviors of these GFP+ T cells at 40
dpf and adulthood. Consistent with our prediction, whereas
a large portion of the infrared-irradiated fish (category I)
contained GFP+ T cells in the larvae (5 dpf), juveniles (40 dpf)
and adult fish (Fig. 4, B–D; and Fig. S5, A and B; indicating
successful labeling of HSCs in these fish), a substantial number
of the irradiated fish (category II) displayed a transient wave
of T lymphopoiesis: the GFP+ T cells were abundant in the
larvae but absent in the juveniles and adult fish (Fig. 4, E–G;
and Fig. S5, A and B).This dynamic pattern in category II fish
is identical to that of the transient wave of T lymphopoiesis
observed in the PBI-irradiated fish (Fig. 1 C). These findings
indicate that in addition to giving rise to HSCs, the AGM
also produces hematopoietic precursors capable of generating
a transient wave of T lymphopoiesis. Interestingly, the
percentage of category I fish gradually reduced from the
anterior (73 ± 3.6%) to the posterior (30 ± 10.2%) of the
AGM and eventually became hardly noticed in the PBI (2.4
± 4.1%; Fig. 4 H), which is consistent with previous data
showing that the PBI does not in situ generates HSCs (Fig. 1
and Figs. S1 and S2). This result indicates that the frequency
of HSC production along the HEA is uneven and displays a
gradient pattern from the anterior to the posterior.
The HSC-independent and HSC-dependent T lymphocytes
emerge in successive waves
The existence of HSC-independent T lymphopoiesis
prompted us to investigate whether the HSC-derived and
HSC-independent T lymphopoiesis emerge simultaneously or
at distinct time windows.To answer this question, we used the

Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-
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PBI-derived T cells arise from caudal aorta endothelium
We next sought to determine which origin of the PBI-derived
T cells arise from and when they emerge. It is well known
that the PBI, which later forms the caudal hematopoietic
tissue, a hematopoietic organ equivalent to mammalian fetal
liver for fetal hematopoiesis (Murayama et al., 2006; Jin et
al., 2007), are enriched in vasculature structures which
consist of a caudal aorta (CA) and a caudal vein which
later forms the caudal vein plexus (CVP; Isogai et al., 2001;
Fig. 3 A). Previous studies have shown that the endothelium
in the ventral wall of DA in the AGM directly produces
HSCs through endothelial-hematopoietic transition (EHT;
Bertrand et al., 2010; Kissa and Herbomel, 2010).We therefore
hypothesized that the PBI-derived T cells are also originated
from the endothelial cells in the ventral wall of CA. To test
this hypothesis, we used the Tg(flk1:dendra2) transgenic
line, in which the photoactivatable fluorescent protein
Dendra2 (Gurskaya et al., 2006) is specifically expressed in
the endothelial cells of vessels (Fig. 3 B). The endothelium in
the dorsal and ventral wall of CA as well as the CVP (Fig. 3,
D–F′) in the PBI were converted with a 405-nm UV laser
at 26–28 hpf, before the AGM-derived hematopoietic cells
colonize the PBI (Kissa and Herbomel, 2010). Right after
the UV conversion, imaging was immediately performed
to ensure the specificity of the photoconversion (Fig. 3,
D–F′). The fate of the photoconverted endothelial cells
(red fluorescence) was followed by direct observation under
confocal fluorescent microscope (Fig. 3 B). In parallel, we
also converted the endothelium of the ventral wall of DA in
the AGM (Fig. 3, C and C′). As anticipated, as early as 3 dpf,
abundant red-fluorescent progenies were found in the thymus
of the embryos (7 of 8 embryos) photoconverted in the ventral
endothelium of CA (Fig. 3 H), which was similar to the AGM
DA-converted embryos (Fig. 3 G). In contrast, neither the CA
dorsal endothelium–converted embryos (0 of 9 embryos) nor
the CVP-converted embryos (0 out of 10 embryos) displayed
any red-fluorescent progenies in the thymus (Fig. 3, I and J).
These data indicate that the endothelium of the ventral wall
of CA in the PBI is the source that generates the transient
wave of T cells, presumably via the EHT. Indeed, time-lapse
imaging showed that EHT occur in the ventral wall of CA
from about 32 hpf until 72 hpf (Fig. 3, K–P; and Video 1).
Collectively, these data demonstrate that the endothelium of
the ventral wall of CA in the PBI is indeed capable of giving
rise to a transient wave of T lymphopoiesis independent
of HSCs via EHT. Because DA and CA are anatomically
integrated as a single aorta channel, our data indicate that the

ventral wall of aorta from the rostral end of DA to the caudal
end of CA contains a consecutive hemogenic endothelial
layer capable of giving rise to hematopoietic cells. We
herein refer this hemogenic endothelial layer as hemogenic
endothelium of aorta (HEA).
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Figure 3. PBI-derived T cells originate from the ventral endothelium of caudal aorta. (A) A schematic diagram of the anatomy of main blood
vessels in 28-hpf zebrafish embryos. CA, caudal aorta (red); CVP, caudal vein plexus (dark blue); DA, dorsal aorta (orange); PCV, posterior cardinal vein (light
blue). Black arrows indicate direction of blood flow. (B) A schematic diagram of photoconversion of flk1:Dendra2+ vessel endothelial cells in 28 hpf Tg(flk1
:Dendra2+) embryos. Fluorescent color of Dendra2 changes from green to red after exposure to 405-nm UV laser. (C–F) Red fluorescence of Dendra2+ cells
after photoconversion at 28 hpf. The ventral wall of DA, the ventral wall of CA, the dorsal wall of CA, and the CVP are photoconverted using 405-nm UV
laser. Fluorescence images are captured immediately after photoconversion. (C′–F′) Merged images of converted (red) and unconverted (green) endothelial
cells corresponding to C–F. (G–J) Red Dendra2 signals in the thymus of photoconverted fish. Red Dendra2 signals are detected in the thymus of the 3-dpf
embryos photoconverted in the ventral wall of DA (4 of 4) and ventral wall of CA (7 of 8) but not those photo-converted in the dorsal wall of CA (0 of 9)
or the CVP (0 of 10). Dashed circles depict the thymus. Dotted lines depict the boundaries of the eyes and YS. (K–P) Time-lapse confocal imaging of the
PBI region of Tg(flk1:Dendra2) embryo after photoconversion. A photoconverted endothelial cell (arrows) in the ventral wall of CA undergoes EHT and
subsequently divides into two daughter cells (asterisks). The endothelial cell is converted at 28 hpf and traced for ∼40 h. The lumens of CA are depicted by
dotted lines. A, anterior; D, dorsal; P, posterior; V, ventral.

GFP) reporter line and irradiated one single spot in the
anterior of the AGM and one single spot in the PBI at 22–24
hpf, respectively (Fig. 5 A). We expected that we would be
able to recover fish in which only the endothelium that gives
6

rise to HSCs or HSC-independent T progenitor cells were
labeled. At 5 dpf, the irradiated embryos were separated into
two groups according to the presence (5-dpf-GFP+ group) or
absence (5-dpf-GFP− group) of GFP+ cells in the thymus.The
Distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish | Tian et al.

embryos were then grown to the desired stages and subjected
to further examination (Fig. 5 A). Consistent with previous
data (Fig. 4 H and Fig. S1 B), in the 5-dpf-GFP+ group of
anterior AGM-irradiated fish, 68% maintained GFP+ cells from
5 dpf to adulthood (Fig. 5 C, orange line), whereas all the
5-dpf-GFP+ PBI-irradiated fish (as well as 32% of anterior
AGM-irradiated fish) lost the GFP signals by 40 dpf (Fig. 5 C,
dark blue line and orange line). Strikingly, in the 5-dpf-GFP−
group of anterior-AGM irradiated fish, 64% began to acquire
GFP+ cells in the thymus from 8 dpf onward and continued to
maintain GFP+ T cells to adulthood (Fig. 5, B and C, red line).
In contrast, fish in 5-dpf-GFP− group of PBI irradiation did
not acquire GFP+ T cells at later stage (Fig. 5, B and C, light
blue line). These results indicate that the late-emerged GFP+
T cells are derived from HSCs but not HSC-independent
lymphopoiesis. These results also suggest that the T cells
colonized the thymus before 8 dpf are not derived from HSCs
JEM

but rather solely from the transient wave ofT lymphopoiesis.The
comparable percentage of the HSC-labeled fish in 5-dpf-GFP+
(68%) and 5-dpf-GFP− group (64%) of AGM-irradiated fish
(Fig. 5 C) indicated that presence of GFP+ cells at 5 dpf and
labeling of HSCs are statistically independent, which further
supports that HSCs do not contribute to the lymphopoiesis
before 8 dpf. Taken together, these data indicate that in the
HSC-independent T cells emerge early at 3 dpf (Fig. 3 H) and
last transiently until juvenile stage, whereas HSC-derived T
cells emerge later at around 8 dpf and continuously maintain to
adulthood. In accord with this conclusion, the AGM-derived
T cells isolated before 6 dpf were predominantly CD4 Tαβ
cells, which are identical to the PBI-derived T cells (Fig. 5 D).
Collectively, our study demonstrates that HSC-independent T
cells and HSC-derived T cells emerge at distinct time windows,
indicating the importance of HSC-independent T cells in early
embryonic stage when HSC-derived T cells are absent.
7
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Figure 4. The AGM in situ generates HSC-independent T cells. (A) A schematic diagram of the experimental design. 22- to 24-hpf double-transgenic
Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP) embryos are irradiated in the anterior (somite 7), middle (somite 11), and posterior (somite 15;
red dot) of the AGM region and subsequently treated with 4-hydroxytamoxifen. At 5 dpf, embryos containing lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus are selected and
survived to 40 dpf and adulthood for further analysis. IR, infrared. (B–D) Images of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus of category I fish, in which GFP+ T cells are
maintained from embryonic stage to adulthood. Dashed line depicts the thymus of 5-dpf embryos. (E–G) Images of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus of category
II fish, in which GFP+ T cells are present at 5 dpf but absent at 40 dpf and adulthood. Dashed line depicts the thymus of 5 dpf embryos. (H) Percentage of
category I and category II fish in total fish irradiated in the PBI and in the anterior, middle, and posterior of the AGM. Three independent experiments are
conducted [(experiment 1: anterior AGM, n = 4; middle AGM, n = 8; posterior AGM, n = 13; and PBI, n = 14); (experiment 2: anterior AGM, n = 16; middle
AGM, n = 19; posterior AGM, n = 20; and PBI, n = 16); (experiment 3: anterior AGM, n = 12; middle AGM, n = 7; posterior AGM, n = 12; and PBI, n = 14)].
Data are represented as mean ± SD. See also Fig. S5.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have unambiguously demonstrated that zebrafish aorta endothelium gives rise to two successive waves
of T lymphopoiesis: an early transient wave producing predominantly CD4 Tαβ cells during embryonic and larval stages
in an HSC-independent manner, and a late definitive wave
8

generating all T cell subclasses from larval stage to adulthood
via the differentiation of HSCs (Fig. 6).
Using a temporal–spatial resolved cell fate mapping, our
study has provided explicit in vivo evidence demonstrating that
the zebrafish aorta endothelium in the AGM and PBI regions
generates a transient wave of T cells independent of HSCs.
Distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish | Tian et al.
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Figure 5. HSC-derived and HSC-independent T cells develop in successive waves. (A) A schematic diagram of the experimental design. 22- to 24-hpf
double-transgenic Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP) embryos are irradiated in the anterior of the AGM (red dot) and the PBI (red
dot) flowed by 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-OHT) treatment. At 5 dpf, the irradiated embryos are separated according to the presence (5-dpf-GFP+) or absence
(5-dpf-GFP−) of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus. The presence of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus and their dynamic behavior are monitored at the indicated stages.
(B) Images of lck:GFP+ cells in the thymus of 5-dpf-GFP− group fish at various stages. Most of the AGM-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP− fish begin to acquire GFP+ T
cells from 8 dpf onward and continue to maintain GFP+ T cells to adulthood. The PBI-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP− fish do not contain GFP+ T cells at all the time
window examined. Dashed line depicts the thymus of 5- and 12-dpf embryos. (C) Percentage of GFP+ fish of each group at various stages. Control group
(black line), AGM-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP− group (red line), AGM-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP+ group (orange line), PBI-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP− group (light blue line),
and PBI-irradiated 5-dpf-GFP+ group (dark blue line) are shown. Three independent experiments are conducted (experiment 1: anterior AGM, n = 20; PBI,
n = 25; and 4-OHT control, n = 22; experiment 2: anterior AGM, n = 25; PBI, n = 17; and 4-OHT control, n = 17; experiment 3: anterior AGM, n = 61; PBI,
n = 13; and 4-OHT control, n = 28). Data are represented as mean ± SD. (D) Expression of cd4-1 and cd8α in the PBI- and AGM-derived lck:GFP+ T cells at
various stages detected by RT-PCR. elf1a is used as internal control.

Our results are in agreement with previous studies in mouse
models, which have suggested that T lymphoid progenitors
can be detected before the emergence of HSCs (Yoshimoto
et al., 2012; Böiers et al., 2013). Yet unlike zebrafish, these
early-emerged T lymphoid cells in mice are thought to arise
from the YS rather than the AGM because precursors with T
lymphoid potential appear to be detected in the YS as early
as E9.5, and the VE-cad+CD41− endothelial cells in the E99.5 YS can give rise to T lymphoid lineage, when co-cultured
with OP9–DL1 cells in vitro. The discrepancy of the origin
of the early-emerged T cells between zebrafish and mammals
could be due to the species difference, so that the production
of HSCs and HSC-independent hematopoietic precursors is
separated into different tissues during evolution. Alternatively,
like zebrafish, the mammalian AGM endothelium is also capable of giving rise to a transient wave of T lymphopoiesis independent of HSCs. In fact, because the conclusions from those
mouse studies are based on either in vitro assays or transplantation assays lacking precise lineage tracing, the possibility that
HSC-independent hematopoietic progenitors arise directly
from the AGM endothelium cannot be excluded. It will be
JEM

of great interest to reinvestigate this issue in mammals using a
temporal–spatial restricted fate-mapping analysis.
Recently, Beaudin et al. (2016) identified that Flk2+
hematopoietic precursors, which are present in the mouse
YS, AGM, and fetal liver but absent in adulthood, can give
rise to innate-like lymphocytes. Although the Flk2+ hematopoietic precursors exhibit long-term multilineage potential
when transplanted into the recipient mice, a cell fate mapping study indicated that the Flk2+ hematopoietic precursors appear to emerge independent of conventional HSCs
(Boyer et al., 2011). Considering the transient appearance
in multiple hematopoietic tissues (YS, AGM, and fetal liver)
and lymphoid-priming of the Flk2+ cells, we speculate that
this Flk2+ hematopoietic population could be the counterpart of the zebrafish non-HSC-derived hematopoietic precursors capable of giving rise to the early transient wave of
T lymphopoiesis, because our study has revealed that the
non-HSC-derived hematopoietic precursors in zebrafish also
arise from multiple regions (the AGM and PBI) of the aorta.
The discrepancies of these two populations such as their lineage and long-term renewal potentials could be attributed to
9
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Figure 6. Summary of distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish. (A) A schematic diagram illustrates that EHT occurs along the entire ventral
endothelium of the aorta in zebrafish. Blood vessels are marked by light blue. Direction of blood flow is indicated by dark blue dashed arrows. Boundary of
the yolk sac in the ventral side of the trunk is depicted by gray dashed line. Hemogenic endothelium of aorta (HEA) is indicated in dark red. The capacity of
generating HSCs and HSC-independent T cell progenitors along the HEA are indicated by red and orange bar, respectively. (B) A schematic diagram depicts
two waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish. HSC-independent T cells (orange) emerge at 3 dpf and gradually decline at the late larval stages and diminish in
juvenile and adulthood. HSC-derived T cells (red) emerge at around 8 dpf and are replenished continuously throughout the life span of zebrafish.
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cells, demonstrating that this region not only functions as a
transitory tissue for the accommodation, expansion, and differentiation of HSCs but also as a source for generating a
transient wave of T lymphopoiesis. Notably, a previous study
by Bertrand et al. (2007) revealed that the PBI can also give
rise to EMPs. Further in vitro culture, cell transplantation, and
lineage-tracing analysis have confirmed that, similar to mammalian EMPs (Frame et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014), zebrafish
EMPs are capable of differentiating into erythroid and myeloid cells but not T cell lineage (Bertrand et al., 2007). On the
basis of these results, we speculate that the HSC-independent
T cells and EMPs are likely derived from aorta endothelium
independently, although a common precursor cannot be excluded. Finally, given that the AGM can generate both HSCs
and non-HSC precursors capable of giving rise to T cells independently, we suspect that the zebrafish AGM endothelium
may also produce EMPs via EHT.
The identification of the transient wave of HSCindependent T cells raises an important question: what are
the biological functions of the early-emerged T cell population? Previous studies in human samples have suggested
that fetal T cells appear to display much higher responsiveness to allogenic stimulations and the CD4+ population in
fetal T cells are more likely to adopt T reg cell fate (Mold
et al., 2010), suggesting that fetal T cells may play a role in
promoting immune tolerance in human fetuses (Michaëlsson et al., 2006; Mold et al., 2008, 2010). Given the high
degree of similarity of the blood system between zebrafish and mammals, it is conceivable to speculate that the
HSC-independent T cells we have identified in zebrafish
may play an immune-repressive function. Consistence with
this hypothesis, our results show that the HSC-independent
T cells are largely CD4 helper T cells and are positive for
foxp3a, a master regulator of T reg cells, suggesting that the
HSC-independent T cells have the potential to differentiate
into CD4 T reg cells under proper condition. Finally, it is
well known that the interactions between thymocytes and
thymic epithelial cells are critical for the development and
maturation of the thymus organ (Klug et al., 2002; Langenau
and Zon, 2005; Hess and Boehm, 2012). We therefore speculate that these early-emerged HSC-independent T cells
may play a critical role during thymus organogenesis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish
All zebrafish lines were maintained following standard
protocol (Westerfield, 2000). In this study,AB WT, Tg(lck:loxP
-DsRedx-loxP-GFP), Tg(flk1:Dendra2), Tg(coro1a:loxP
-DsRedx-loxP-GFP)hkztg12 (Xu et al., 2015), Tg(hsp70
:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2)#12 (Hans et al., 2011; a gift
from M. Brand, Technische Universitaet Dresden, Dresden,
Germany), Tg(ubi:loxP-GFP-loxP-mCherry) (Mosimann
et al., 2011; a gift from L.I. Zon, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Harvard Medical School, Children's Hospital,
Boston, MA) and runx1W84X (Jin et al., 2009; Sood et al.,
Distinct waves of T lymphopoiesis in zebrafish | Tian et al.
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the differences in the experimental assays used in these different studies. It will be of great interest to perform an in vivo
fate-mapping analysis of Flk2+ cells in mice and, conversely, a
cell transplantation assay with these non-HSC-derived hematopoietic precursors in zebrafish.
Our study documents that the ventral endothelium of
the entire aorta, from the anterior of the AGM to the posterior of the PBI, can give rise to hematopoietic cells via EHT.
This is in agreement with previous studies in mouse models
showing that the endothelium in the YS, AGM, placenta, and
embryonic head region are all capable of producing HSCs
and hematopoietic progenitors (Alvarez-Silva et al., 2003;
Gekas et al., 2005; Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005; Li et al.,
2012). It will be of great interest to investigate the hematopoietic potential of the vessel endothelium in different tissues
in mammals using a temporal–spatial resolved fate-mapping
strategy. Notably, our study also shows that the hemogenic
endothelium in the anterior and posterior of the zebrafish
aorta manifests distinct hematopoietic potential (the ability of
giving rise to HSCs reduces from the anterior to posterior of
aorta, whereas the ability of generating HSC-independent T
cells appears to be broadly maintained). Although the underlying molecular basis remains unknown, two possible mechanisms could achieve such dynamic potential. One explanation
is that this is determined by an intrinsic genetic program, in
which the anterior and posterior of the aorta consist of different numbers of hemogenic endothelium capable of giving
rise to HSCs and HSC-independent T cells. Alternatively, the
distinct hematopoietic potential of the hemogenic endothelium of the aorta is dictated by extrinsic signals specifically
produced by the different niches. Currently, several signaling pathways are implicated to play critical roles in the fate
determination and emergences of HSCs. The Notch and
proinflammatory pathways are the two most notable signaling cascades involved in HSC development (Burns et al.,
2005; Espín-Palazón et al., 2014; He et al., 2015; Butko et al.,
2016; Kanz et al., 2016). Likewise, biomechanical force and
the NO pathway, which can be promoted by blood flow, are
also shown to participate in the formation of HSCs (Adamo
et al., 2009; North et al., 2009). Recently, Monteiro et al.
(2016) found that the TGFβ signaling cascade is required for
the emergence of HSCs, possibly via modulating the Notch
pathway. We speculate that the interplays of these different
signaling pathways not only determine the emergence of
HSCs but also dictate the formation of the non-HSC precursors from the aorta endothelium. Further mechanistic studies
will be necessary to clarify this issue.
Previous studies have shown that the CA and CVP, together with perivascular mesenchymal stromal cells in the
PBI, form a hematopoietic niche that transiently accommodates HSCs migrated from the AGM and modulates their
subsequent proliferation and differentiation (Murayama et al.,
2006; Jin et al., 2007, 2009; Tamplin et al., 2015). Our study
has documented that the ventral endothelium of CA generates hematopoietic precursors capable of giving rise to T

progenies in the thymus were captured at 3 dpf. Time-lapse
imaging of EHT in the PBI of Tg(flk1:Dendra2) embryos
was performed from 28–96 hpf according to a previous study
(Xu et al., 2016). Time-lapse imaging of fluorescent signals
was captured using a Leica SP8 confocal microscope.

Infrared-mediated temporal–spatial resolved cell labeling
The infrared-mediated temporal–spatial resolved cell labeling system was described previously (Xu et al., 2015).
Heat-shock–mediated cell labeling by infrared laser was manipulated according to the previous study (Xu et al., 2015).

Flow cytometry analysis
The kidney marrow and spleen of adult fish were dissected
and homogenized by grinding on the 40-µm nylon mesh
in 5% FBS/PBS solution. The cell suspensions were then
subjected to flow cytometry analysis according to a previous
study (Stachura and Traver, 2016). Tg(hsp70:mCherryT2a-CreERT2;lck:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP), Tg(hsp70
:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;globin:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP),
and Tg(hsp70:mCherry-T2a-CreERT2;ubi:loxP-GFP-loxP
-mCherry) fish were analyzed by flow cytometry (FACS
Aria IIIu; BD Bioscience).

Generation of transgenic lines
The promoter of lck gene was cloned according to a previous
study (Langenau et al., 2004) and replaces the coro1a
promoter on coro1a:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP construct
(Xu et al., 2015). The promoter of α/βa2-globin was cloned
according to a previous study (Ganis et al., 2012) and replaces
the coro1a promoter on coro1a:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP
construct (Xu et al., 2015). The resulting lck:loxP-DsRedx
-loxP-GFP construct and globin:loxP-DsRedx-loxP-GFP
construct were respectively injected into single-cell stage
AB WT zygotes together with mRNA of transposase
(Kawakami et al., 2000).
Cryosection, immunofluorescent antibody staining,
and imaging
Fish were anesthetized on ice and fixed in 4% PFA at room
temperature for 1 d. After washing with PBS at room temperature for 1–2 d, samples were soaked in coagulating
solution (1.5% agar + 5% sucrose) and were dehydrated in
30% sucrose for 3 d. The cryosection of dehydrated samples
was performed at 16-µm thickness. Immunohistochemistry
on section samples was performed as previously described
(Wendl et al., 2002). Primary antibodies used in this study
are anti-GFP antibody (ab6658; Abcam), anti-DsRedx antibody (632496; Clontech), and anti–αe1-Globin (Jin et al.,
2007). Secondary antibodies used in this study are Alexa
Fluor 555–anti–rabbit antibody (A31572; Invitrogen) and
Alexa Fluor 488–anti–goat antibody (A11055; Invitrogen). Imaging of fluorescent signals in young larvae and
in skin was conducted on anesthetized fish using a Leica
SP8 confocal microscope.
Whole-mount in situ hybridization
Antisense DIG-labeled lyz RNA probe was synthesized in
vitro. Fish were anesthetized on ice and fixed in 4% PFA at
room temperature for 2 h. The staining process followed a
previous study (Thisse and Thisse, 2008) to detect the signals.
Photoconversion fate mapping and time-lapse imaging
Endothelial cells in Tg(flk1:Dendra2) were converted by
405-nm UV laser at 28 hpf, as previously described (Dixon et
al., 2012). The photoconverted endothelial cells were imaged
immediately after photoconversion, and the Dendra2+
JEM

FACS, cDNA synthesis, and qPCR
The embryos irradiated in the AGM and PBI were collected
at 5, 6, 7, and 16 dpf, and at least 20 embryos irradiated in the
same region were pooled together and homogenized by needles and syringes.The homogenized samples were then treated
with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (25200-072; Gibco) at 30°C for
30 min and stopped by adding calcium chloride. Suspended
cells were collected by centrifugation (400 g at 4°C), filtered
by 35-µm nylon mesh (352235; FALCON), and finally subjected to FACS (FACS Aria IIIu). The cDNA was prepared
from sorted GFP+ cells and amplified by Smart-seq2 according to previous studies (Picelli et al., 2013, 2014). Real-time
qPCR was performed to examine the transcripts corresponding to the coding region of cd4-1, cd8α, foxp3a, and cd3ζ
and the constant region of tcrα, tcrβ2, and tcrδ. Primers for
qPCR are listed as follows: tcrα FP 5′-ACGTCGGCTGTC
CGATATTCA-3′; tcrα RP 5′-GCCCAGTGACAAGAA
GTTGAC-3′; tcrβ2 FP 5′-CCAACAATAAATTCACCT
GCAC-3′; tcrβ2 RP 5′-CAGACACAACCAGTGCATAC3′; tcrδ FP 5′-CGGCTACACTTGAATGTCAC-3′; tcrδ RP
5′-CTGCAACACATTTAGCCAGC-3′; cd4-1 FP 5′-GGT
GTTTGGACATGCCAGTTG-3′; cd4-1 RP 5′-GCTGAC
TGTCGAGGATTGAG-3′; cd8α FP 5′-GCAAAAAGG
ACAGACAGCGG-3′; cd8α RP 5′-CAACAGGCTTCA
GTGTTGTTTG-3′; foxp3a FP 5′-ACTGTGCCACCT
TTTCCATCA-3′; foxp3a RP 5′-TCTGAGGTCACTCTC
CAAGG-3′; cd3ζ FP 5′-CGTGCAGATGAGACGTACAC3′; cd3ζ RP 5′-GTACGTGTCTTTGGTGACCG-3′; elf1a
FP 5′-TACTTCTCAGGCTGACTGTG-3′; and elf1a RP
5′-ATCTTCTTGATGTATGCGCT-3′.
Statistical analysis
The F test was performed to test two-sample variances. According to the results of the F test, the two-sample t test was
performed assuming equal or unequal variances. Statistical
analysis was performed using the Data Analysis tool in Excel
(Microsoft). Two-tailed p-values were used in all t tests.
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2010) were used. All animal procedures and experiments were
conducted according to the guidelines of the Animal and
Plant Care Facility of the Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology (HKUST). All the animal experiments were
approved by the Animal Ethics Committee of HKUST.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows that PBI-derived T cells are absent at juvenile
and adulthood in multiple organs. Fig. S2 shows that PBI is
not capable of generating HSCs in situ. Fig. S3 shows that
PBI can in situ generate myeloid and erythroid cells but not B
lymphocytes. Fig. S4 shows that both AGM- and PBI-derived
T lymphocytes can develop into mature T cells. Fig. S5 shows
that AGM single spot-irradiated fish display two distinct
patterns of lck:GFP+ T cells in multiple organs.Video 1 shows
the EHT in the PBI of Tg(flk1:Dendra2) embryos.
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